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Why join Tipalti?

Tipalti is one of the world’s fastest-growing fintech companies. We free finance professionals to

lead by modernizing the entire payables operation. We are a well-funded, late-stage start-up

backed by high-profile investors. Our 2021 Series F funding round raised $270 million, valuing us at

over $8.3 billion. With total funding of just over $550 million, and with more than 3000 global

customers, Tipalti is one of the most valuable private fintech companies in the world.

At Tipalti, we pride ourselves on our collaborative culture, the quality of our product and the

capabilities of our people. Tipaltians are passionate about the work they do, and keen to get

the job done. Tipalti offers competitive benefits, a flexible workplace, career coaching, and an

environment where diverse individuals can thrive and make an impact. Our culture ensures

everyone checks their egos at the door and stands ready to reach for success together. 

In this role, you will be responsible for:

Aligning vulnerability management functions with the organization's overall business

objectives by reducing information technology threat

Improving & maturing established security metrics associated with vulnerability management,

security operations center, security monitoring, etc.

Overseeing projects for deploying new cyber security tools and processes

Leading successful projects, ensuring high quality and timely delivery of features

Ensuring the team builds operational processes that are architecturally consistent, of high
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quality, and that follows operational best practices

Overseeing the development and implementation of appropriate and effective controls to

mitigate identified threats and risk

Have fingerprints on building the future of Gates' cyber security organization.

Collaborate and engage with key business stakeholders, including technology peers to help

them better manage their technology risk through pragmatic and fit for purpose solutions.

Be responsible for auditing, assessing & architectural recommendations as it pertains to our

technical cyber security infrastructure while helping to continuously improve our

Cybersecurity maturity and defensive posture.

Work with our internal stakeholders to provide support related to security functions and

technologies including Privileged Access Management (PAM), Threat hunting management,

SSO/MFA, Active Directory, Windows/Linux OS hardening, vulnerability remediation, EDR,

SOC oversight, security metrics, E-Discovery and incident response

About you 

BS degree in Computer Science or a related technical field or equivalent experience in the

security domain ( 600 hrs courses) - a must

Holds Cissp Cism OSCP certification - Advantage

 7-10+ years of recent experience working as a cybersecurity professional

4+ years of experience leading a team of threat hunters, threat intelligence engineers, and/or

security operations analysts/engineers

Knowledge in security domains such as: Cloud Access Security broker (CASB),

SIEMSecOps, DFIR practices, DLP, Endpoint Protection and Cloud security solutions (focus

on AWS).

Knowledge of relevant frameworks, standards and best practices such as ISO27001/NIST

CSF, PCI-DSS, CIS CSCs, MITRE ATT&CK, Cyber Kill Chain etc.

Expert level experience with using a Security Information Event Management (SIEM)

platform 



Experience with Cloud solutions (IaaS, PaaS, SaaS – AWS) 

Experience with Docker containers, Kubernetes, etc

Expert level and hands on experience with Malware Analysis & Reverse Engineering, Digital

Forensics & Incident Response, and vulnerability management

Strategic thinker who is able to help architect technology and business processes, and

maintain a business and customer focus

Collaborative, self-starter who can work across a global security and IT organization

Consensus builder with strong interpersonal skills; able to communicate across cross

functional teams with both technical and non-technical individuals.

In-depth knowledge of information security concepts, design/architecture, and methodologies

Excellent verbal/written communication and data presentation skills, including experience

communicating with both business and technical teams.

Self-motivated work well independently and with others

Our tech teams are the engine behind our business. Tipalti’s tech ecosystem is extremely

rich and we continually add new features to our products, ensuring that we respond to

our clients’ needs at scale. Our tech teams retain a fast-paced, start-up vibe that encourages

innovation and critical thinking. At Tipalti, you’ll have the opportunity to work with a diverse,

global team of engineers, developers and product leaders who are collectively building the

future of our best-in-class product suite as we transform financial operations for the future.

#LI-LA1

#hybrid

Interested in learning more about us?

Tipalti is the only company handling both global partner payments and accounts payable

workflows for high-velocity companies across the entire financial operations cycle: onboarding

and managing global suppliers, instituting procurement controls, streamlining invoice

processing and approvals, executing payments around the world, and reconciling payables

data across a multi-subsidiary finance organization. Tipalti enables companies to scale

quickly by making payables strategic with operational, compliance, and financial controls.



Through Tipalti, our clients can efficiently and securely pay thousands of partners and

suppliers in 196 countries within minutes. 

Tipalti is fueled by a commitment to our customers and a desire to build lasting

connections. Our client portfolio includes high-velocity businesses such as Amazon Twitch,

GoDaddy, Roku, WordPress.com, and ZipRecruiter. We work hard for our 98% customer

retention rate which is built on trust, reliability and innovation. Tipalti means we handled it -

a mission to which we are constantly committed.

www.tipalti.com/privacy/job-candidate-privacy-notice/
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